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Proceedings:  

 
IN CHAMBERS ORDER REGARDING DEFENDANT STUBHUB’S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT [138] 

 
  

I. Factual And Procedural Background 
 
StubHub 
 
 StubHub is an online ticket marketplace, with tickets available for over live sports, music, and 
theatre events in more than 40 countries. Dkt. 52-3 at ¶ 1. Through the StubHub app, mobile phone users 
can access StubHub’s online ticket marketplace to buy and sell tickets. Id. This mobile application (app) 
on which users can access StubHub’s online ticket marketplace is referred to as the StubHub Core App. 
SUF ¶ 2. StubHub also has a division called StubHub Labs, composed of an experimental group of 
engineers working on new and different ideas. SUF ¶¶ 4, 5. 
 
Calaborate and the Klutch App 
 

Defendant Michael Hunter Gray was a co-founder and CEO of a start-up called Calaborate, 
which developed a group-scheduling mobile application (app) called Klutch. Dkt. 40-10 TAC ¶ 1. In 
2013, Gray executed an assignment agreement with Calaborate.1 Id. at ¶ 50. In 2013 and 2014, Vice 

                                                 
1 The assignment agreement provided that all proprietary information, including concepts, work in progress, designs, 
computer programs, and proposed and future products, were the sole property of Calaborate. The agreement also stated that 
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President of Engineering, Lisa Dusseault, and Developer Lasha Efremidze both signed similar 
agreements. Id. at ¶ 17-20. 

 
Gray tried to sell Calaborate along with its mobile app, Klutch. His most successful attempt was 

to StubHub, Inc. Id. at ¶ 34. The deal did not go through; however, Gray left Calaborate to go work for 
StubHub. Id. at ¶¶ 36-37. Gray also took the two Calaborate employees named above, Lisa Dusseault 
and Lasha Efremidze, to StubHub with him. Plaintiff claims that Gray, Dusseault, and Efremidze 
downloaded proprietary Calaborate information, maintained access to Calaborate’s source code, and 
planned to build a similar group-scheduling application while working for StubHub. Dkt. 40-10. 
Plaintiffs obtained conversations between Defendant Gray and Defendant Dusseault before they moved 
to Stubhub. Those conversations intimated that they felt that they either needed to bring the Klutch app 
to StubHub with them or take time to build a similar app at StubHub. Decl. of William Harvey, Ex. H 
(March 23, 2015 internal Slack correspondence).    
 
StubHub’s Relationship with the Individual Defendants 
 

Around May 2015, Gray, Dusseault, and Efremidze began doing independent contractor work 
with StubHub Labs. DSUF ¶ 18. Their relationship with StubHub Labs ended around October 2016. Id. 
¶ 19. While they were independent contractors for StubHub Labs, Gray, Dusseault, and Efremidze 
worked on apps called Social Fit, Throwback, Bubble, and TonightOut, although their role with Social 
Fit was to phase out its development. Id. ¶ 20. 
 
The Calendar Research Lawsuit 
 

 At the point that Defendants Gray, Dusseault, and Efremidze left Calaborate, the company was 
insolvent. Dkt. 40 at ¶ 40. Calendar Research, the Plaintiff in this case, had investors Knight and Bishop, 
L.P., assign Knight and Bishop’s Calaborate debts to Calendar Research. Plaintiff accordingly bought all 
of Calaborate’s assets at a foreclosure sale. Id. Defendant Gray stated that he would transfer all of 
Calaborate’s property to Calendar Research, as required by both the foreclosure sale and a separate 
transfer and loan agreement between Calaborate and Bishop and Knight. Id. at ¶¶ 53, 54, 56, 57. 
Allegedly, Gray, Dusseault, and Efremidze withheld and continue to withhold Plaintiff’s property. 
Plaintiff sued for sole possession of all property that once belonged to Calaborate. Plaintiff also claims 

                                                 
all innovations belong to Calaborate and not himself.  
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that Defendants Gray, Dusseault, and Efremidze separately downloaded or copied Calaborate research 
property for misuse.  

  
 At the motion to dismiss stage, the Court stayed all claims except for the Defend Trade Secrets 

Act (DTSA) claims against StubHub. The Court ordered discovery related to that claim and ordered 
Defendant StubHub to file a motion for summary judgment.  
 
The Relevant Discovery 
 
 Plaintiff conducted the depositions of two StubHub corporate designees, as well as the individual 
Defendants. StubHub’s corporate designees noted that the individual Defendants were part of the 
StubHub Labs group, which was “very distinct” and “separate” from the Core App group, and the two 
“never worked together.” Jacobs Decl. Ex. A at 21:5-8, 43:16-21; id. at Ex. C at 7:15-21, 9:24- 
10:1. The individual Defendants also testified about their roles at StubHub Labs, the projects on which 
they worked, and developer tools they used. DSUF ¶ 33. They confirmed that they were “siloed away 
from the rest of the company.” Jacobs Decl. Ex. B at 18:4. The individual defendants further confirmed 
that they only worked on the Throwback, Social Fit, Bubble, and TonightOut apps while at StubHub. 
Jacobs Decl. Ex. B at 14:19-20:8; id. at Ex. E at 39:1-10; id. at Ex. F at 12:14-18. 
 
 The parties’ experts reviewed the code and also submitted reports. Plaintiffs claim that their 
expert, Dr. Geoff Cohen, found that the same features, procedures, and methods found in the Klutch app 
were re-created at StubHub by Defendants Gray, Dusseault, and Efremidze. Cohen Report, Dkt. No. 
138-5 at ¶¶ 88-95; Dkt. No. 138-9 (Deposition of Geoff A. Cohen [“Cohen Depo.”]) at 47:15–52:12. Dr. 
Cohen relies on the code and features in StubHub’s app called TonightOut, which had a different front-
end programming language from Klutch, but allegedly had the same intended function, similar code and 
coding guidelines to those of Klutch. Id. Dr. Cohen also contends that TonightOut and Klutch shared 
almost the same set of features including social features, event suggestions on a map, finding friends, 
group chat, and comments. Cohen Report, Dkt.138-5, ¶¶ 89-90. Beyond functional similarities, 
TonightOut and Klutch allegedly shared many structural similarities, including the way they interact 
with third party services, the use of animation libraries, the back-end server, and the process by which 
they were developed. Id. at ¶ 91. 
  
 Defendant StubHub notes that just two pages of Dr. Cohen’s report involve discussions of actual 
code files in the TonightOut app as being either “more similar than could arise by chance or 
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coincidence” or in one instance, "extremely similar" to Klutch code. Dr. Cohen was questioned about 
the five code file pairs he identified in his report as similar. Jacobs Decl. Ex. H at 169:24 - 170:12. For 
one pair, he changed the statement he had made in his report, saying “they may not be that similar,” and 
he was “not as sure right now.” DSUF ¶¶ 42, 45, 46. For the other four pairs of code files he identified 
in his report, Plaintiff's expert was presented with publicly available code published on the internet, prior 
to the development of Klutch. Dr. Cohen testified that the publicly available code was more similar to 
Plaintiff’s code than the StubHub code he had identified, and it was either identical or functionally 
identical to the lines in Plaintiff’s code he had called out. DSUF ¶¶ 49, 50. He also testified that each 
pair of code files he identified in his report references public Apple code libraries (or “resources” or 
“classes”), and that Apple publishes instructions on how programmers can use those public code 
libraries. DSUF ¶¶ 101, 105. 
  
 Defendant’s expert, Dr. Goldberg, was also deposed. He went through the five code pairs 
identified by Plaintiff’s expert and confirmed that each pair used publicly available Apple code libraries 
made specifically for developers to reference in their apps. DSUF ¶ 102). He also testified about public 
code published on the internet prior to the development of Plaintiff’s app, alleging that it is more similar 
to Plaintiffs’ code than is the TonightOut code, and is either identical or functionally identical to each 
line of Plaintiff’s code that Plaintiff's expert identified as similar to TonightOut code. DSUF ¶¶ 99, 100. 
 

Dr. Goldberg also looked into the features of both Klutch and TonightOut that Dr. Cohen 
identified as similar in his report. DSUF ¶¶ 122, 124. Dr. Goldberg identified and testified about several 
other apps available during the development period of Klutch and TonightOut that allegedly offered the 
same features that Dr. Cohen cited as evidence of misappropriation. DSUF ¶ 124. Dr. Goldberg 
concluded that that an overlap in certain features does not suggest any use of Plaintiff’s code by 
StubHub, given the presence of other apps at the relevant time with similar or the same features. Jacobs 
Decl. Ex. I at 195:3-18. While Dr. Cohen does not directly contradict this statement, he attempts to 
qualify the similarities by referencing the novelty of the compilation, which the Court discusses below in 
Section III.c.ii. 
 

II. Legal Standard 
 

Summary judgment is appropriate “if the movant shows that there is no genuine dispute as to any 
material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). A material 
fact is one that could affect the outcome of the suit. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 
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(1986). A genuine issue is one that could permit a reasonable jury to enter a verdict in the non-moving 
party's favor. Id. The moving party carries both the burden of production and persuasion. Celotex, 477 
U.S. at 330 n.2. Thus, any inferences drawn from the underlying facts must be viewed in the light most 
favorable to the party opposing the motion. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., Ltd. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 
U.S. 574, 587 (1986). 
 
III. Analysis 

a. The Defend Trade Secrets Act 
 

The Defend Trade Secrets Act defines "trade secret" as information that: 
 
(1) Derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to 

the public or to other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and 
 

(2) Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy. 
 
Cal. Civ. Code § 3426.1(d); see also 18 U.S.C. § 1839. A “trade secret” is “all forms and types of 
financial, business, scientific, technical, economic, or engineering information, including patterns, plans, 
compilations, program devices, formulas, designs, prototypes, methods, techniques, processes, 
procedures, programs, or codes.” 18 U.S.C. § 1839(3).  
 

The statute covers three types of misappropriation: acquisition, disclosure, and use. 18 U.S.C. § 
1839(5). “Acquisition” is committed “by a person who knows or has reason to know that the trade 
secret was acquired by improper means.” Cave Consulting Grp., Inc. v. Truven Health Analytics Inc., 
No. 15-CV-02177-SI, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 62109, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 24, 2017). Both “disclosure” 
and “use” of a trade secret are misappropriations when done “by a person who [] used improper means 
to acquire knowledge of the trade secret,” or “knew or had reason to know that the knowledge” was 
gained through a person who had improperly acquired it or owed a duty to maintain its secrecy. Id. 
Although Defendant StubHub bears the burden of proof at this stage, the Court cannot rely on 
speculation or conjecture by Plaintiffs to impute the required knowledge of misappropriation to 
StubHub. Such speculation would not rise to the level necessary to create a genuine dispute of material 
fact. 
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b. The StubHub Core, StubHub Music, Plan Together, Social Fit, Throwback, Bubble, 
and RechargeMe Apps 

 
StubHub produced code for eight StubHub apps – the StubHub Core, StubHub Music, Plan 

Together, Social Fit, Throwback, Bubble, TonightOut and RechargeMe apps. Dkt. 138-8 at ¶¶ 37-89; 
Dkt. 138-5 at ¶¶ 64, 74, 80, 81, 82. The undisputed evidence shows that no genuine issue of material fact  
exists regarding misappropriation and the code involved in seven of the eight apps.2 The code analysis 
and review contained 7 million lines of code. Dkt. 138-10 at 57:3-4. Neither expert found that any code 
from seven of the eight StubHub apps similar, let alone identical, to the Klutch code. This is undisputed. 
Defendant’s Statement of Genuine Issues (PSGI) at ¶ 39 (“Plaintiff’s expert did not identify any 
StubHub code as similar to Plaintiff’s code in the StubHub Core, StubHub Music, Plan Together, Social 
Fit, Throwback, Bubble, and RechargeMe apps.” Plaintiff’s Response: “Undisputed.”); PSGI at ¶ 41 
(“Dr. Goldberg did not identify any StubHub code as similar to Plaintiff’s code in the StubHub Core, 
StubHub Music, Plan Together, Social Fit, Throwback, Bubble, and RechargeMe apps.” Plaintiff’s 
Response: “Undisputed.”). The Court analyzes the apps one-be-one. 
 
StubHub Core App 

 
Plaintiff’s non-code arguments cannot create a genuine dispute of material fact. As to the 

StubHub Core app, Plaintiff argues that it “has features that are similar to the Klutch app,” and points to 
social, group-scheduling, and planning features that were announced in 2016 and 2017. First, as a matter 
of law, outward-facing features that every user of an app can see and experience are not trade secrets. 
Agency Solutions.Com, LLC v. TriZetto Grp., Inc., 819 F. Supp. 2d 1001, 1019 (E.D. Cal. 2011) 
(“Information is not trade secret information [when] it is readily deducible to anyone using the 
program.”); Bayco Prod., Inc. v. Lynch, No. 3:10-CV-1820-D, 2011 WL 1602571, at *4 (N.D. Tex. Apr. 
28, 2011) (“[P]lainly visible product features . . . do not qualify as ‘trade secrets.’”); P. Opp. at 24:13-14 
(“outward-facing features themselves do not constitute a trade secret”).  

 
Second, Plaintiff’s expert did not find any similarity when comparing the code for each app. 

                                                 
2 Plaintiff assured the Court at the August 14, 2017 Motion to Dismiss hearing that “the most important evidence in this case 
with respect to the trade secrets is going to be a comparison of the source code.” (Opp. at 24:20-25). Plaintiff was “of the 
view that it will be able to do the code review and offer evidence sufficient to make a viable summary judgment motion.” 
(Dkt. 75-3 at 10:20-22). 
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Both experts reviewed the code for Klutch and the StubHub Core app. Dkt. 138-8 at ¶¶ 49, 50 (Dr. 
Goldberg “reviewed the two git repository logs for the StubHub ‘Core’ server code for social features 
added to the ‘Core’ app in April 2017, which . . . was cited by Calendar Research as the basis for adding 
StubHub to this case”); Dkt. 138-9 at 81:2-83:23 (Dr. Cohen’s testimony recalling his review of that 
same server code in September 2017)). But both experts’ code comparisons found no similarities. PSGI 
at ¶¶ 39, 41. It is also undisputed that the GitHub repository—where code is stored—for the StubHub 
Core app shows no “check ins” by any of the individual defendants. PSGI at ¶ 30. Plaintiff’s expert 
indicated in his report that such evidence meant StubHub’s code production containing the Core app 
“did not contain any source code created by the Named Defendants” (Dkt. 138-5 at ¶ 29), and told the 
Court in another sworn declaration in this case that such circumstances were evidence that the individual 
defendant did not likely work on the code. Dkt. 85-2 at ¶ 32.  

 
Third, it is undisputed that many other public apps have the same features Plaintiff claims show 

similarity between the two apps. Plaintiff’s expert admitted that “Google Calendar . . . make[s] meetings 
of multiple people,” “Facebook Events is a kind of social scheduling, . . . like who’s coming to this. 
You’re invited to this party, who’s coming,” and “mail applications . . . will help you say like find me a 
time when these four people can meet . . . Outlook will do this, Lotus Notes used to do it.” Dkt. 138-9 at 
115:21-116:8, 116:21-117:2. Plaintiff even submitted Exhibit I to the Declaration of William Harvey, 
which contained discussion about these very social planning features being available “back in 2012” and 
“ahead of Klutch.” Dkt. 146-4. 
 
StubHub Music App 
 

Plaintiff also references a “suite of new social features including an event discovery and 
calendaring function, functions similar to those in the Klutch app” that was announced for the StubHub 
Music app in 2017. (Opp. at 18:27-19:3). As with the above examples, Dr. Cohen had the opportunity to 
review the StubHub Music app code with this information. He found no similarities with Klutch code. 
PSGI at ¶39. And Plaintiff’s expert did not put forth any opinion about similar features between the 
StubHub Music and Klutch apps. The only evidence of alleged similarity comes from an internet page 
submitted by Plaintiff’s counsel, who the Court does not have any reason to believe is an expert in 
conducting such an analysis. Indeed, each of the individual defendants testified that they did not work on 
StubHub Music (Dkt. 138-3 at 15:1-20:8; Dkt. 138-6 at 12:8-13:7; Dkt. 138-7 at 12:14-18), and it is 
undisputed that there is no evidence of “check-ins” by any of these people to the GitHub repository for 
StubHub Music (Dkt. 138-8 at ¶¶ 55, 56). 
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Social Fit App 
 

The same is true with regard to Plaintiff’s arguments about the Social Fit app. Plaintiff describes 
how individual Defendant Lisa Dusseault was asked to write a memo about “lessons learned” from 
StubHub’s Social Fit app, which was being shut down just as Dusseault joined StubHub Labs. P. Opp at 
18:16-19. As with the other apps, Plaintiff’s expert did not identify a single line of code from the Social 
Fit app that he thought was identical or even similar to Klutch. PSGI at ¶ 39. Plaintiff also does not 
provide any plausible explanation for why writing a memo about things Dusseault learned from the 
deprecation of a StubHub app would cause the misuse of Klutch code in a StubHub app. The Court 
cannot deny summary judgment through speculation or unsupported allegation. Loomis v. Cornish, 836 
F.3d 991, 997 (9th Cir. 2016) (“[M]ere allegation and speculation do not create a factual dispute for 
purposes of summary judgment.”). 
 
The Remaining Apps 
 
 Plaintiff’s arguments about why a reasonable jury could find similarities between the other apps 
and Klutch are not supported by expert testimony and amount to speculation at this stage. Plaintiff 
suggests, without expert testimony, that “it would have been fairly simple for a team of coders to reuse 
the trade secrets misappropriated for use in the TonightOut app [discussed infra] to create new varieties 
of apps,” so a “a reasonable jury could find that StubHub improperly used misappropriated code in some 
or all of their other applications following its decision not to release the TonightOut app.” P. Opp. At 
23:4-14. This is an unsupported hypothetical that no expert was able to verify, despite the fact that both 
sides had experts available here.  
 

Plaintiff also attempts to create a genuine dispute of material fact by referring to the non-code 
elements of the seven apps, elements that are public-facing features. Plaintiff now claims that the code 
comparison really is not that important. Opp. at 25:8-10 (stating that the “analysis of whether there was 
misappropriation relies upon more than a side-by-side comparison of codes from each of the apps”). 
These arguments fail because Plaintiff “has not come forth with some showing of substantial similarities 
either based on a textual or other analysis of the source codes that have been made available to it.” 
Brookhaven Typesetting Serv’s. Inc. v. Adobe Sys., Inc., No. 01-20813, 2007 WL 2429653, at *8, 11 
(N.D. Cal. Aug. 24, 2007). Although Defendant bears the burden here, Plaintiff cannot rely on mere 
speculation without “any evidence that [Defendant] misappropriated any parts of” Plaintiff’s app. Id. 
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Plaintiff has failed to show a genuine dispute of material fact with regard to the misappropriation of 
these seven apps and the Court GRANTS Defendant’s motion for summary judgment on those grounds. 
 

c. The TonightOut App 
 

Out of the eight StubHub apps that both experts compared to Klutch here, the only remaining 
app is StubHub Lab’s unreleased TonightOut app. Plaintiff’s expert, Dr. Cohen, originally identified in 
his report a total of five TonightOut code files that he claimed were similar to corresponding Klutch 
code files. The analysis here is thus slightly different from the analysis for the seven apps discussed 
above. The Court must consider the similarities of those five sections of code and whether that code is 
publicly available. “Publicly available information, by definition, cannot be protected as a trade secret.” 
SocialApps, LLC v. Zynga, Inc., No. 4:11- CV-04910 YGR, 2012 WL 381216, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 6, 
2012); see also Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986, 1002 (1984) (“Information that is public 
knowledge or that is generally known in an industry cannot be a trade secret.”). The Court must then 
consider whether publicly-available code can still constitute a trade secret here through a compilation 
theory. The Court first begins with an analysis of the five specific code files. 
 

i. The Five Relevant Code Files 
 
NSObject Code 
 
 Plaintiff’s expert, Dr. Cohen, identified the “NSObject+Extras.m” file from Klutch and the 
“NSObject+Extras.swift” file from TonightOut as two lines that were more similar than “could arise by 
chance or coincidence.” DSUF ¶ 51. He was asked to identify the specific lines from each file which he 
alleged were more similar than “could arise by chance or coincidence,” and in response he identified 
lines 25-28 of the Klutch NSObject file as corresponding to lines 13-15 of the TonightOut NSObject 
file, and lines 20-23 of the Klutch NSObject file as corresponding to lines 17-19 of the TonightOut 
NSObject file. DSUF ¶ 52. 
 

Dr. Cohen was then presented with a printout of a public webpage from GitHub.com that 
contained code posted by a user 6 years ago, making its publication date, at the latest, in very early 
2012. DSUF ¶ 53 (discussing the “Adding AssociatedObject to NSObject-GitHub” public code posting). 
Development of the Klutch code did not begin until 2013. Dr. Cohen then compared lines 25-28 of the 
Klutch NSObject file that he had just identified as similar to TonightOut code, with lines 6-9 of the 
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public code. DSUF ¶ 54. He concluded that the lines of code were identical, other than one instance of 
white space between two characters. DSUF ¶ 55. He added that, despite this one instance of difference 
in white space, these two sets of code are functionally identical, and, in fact, are “actually closer to each 
other than is the TonightOut code.” DSUF ¶¶ 56, 57. 

 
Dr. Cohen then compared lines 20-23 of the Klutch NSObject file that he had just identified as 

similar to TonightOut code, with lines 11-14 of the public code posted on GitHub.com 6 years ago. 
DSUF ¶ 58. After performing the comparison, he again testified that these lines of code are functionally 
identical, and, in fact, are “closer to each other than the pairing that [he] identified as between the Klutch 
code and the TonightOut code.” DSUF ¶¶ 59, 60. Plaintiff’s expert added that he had not seen this 
publicly available code from GitHub.com when he was performing his code analysis. DSUF ¶ 61. Dr. 
Goldberg, StubHub’s expert, agreed with Dr. Cohen’s conclusions regarding the public availability of 
these lines of code, and the similarity of the publicly available code to the Klutch code. DSUF ¶ 62. 

 
It is undisputed that the eight Klutch code lines identified from the first code file pair in 

paragraph 95 of Dr. Cohen’s report were publicly available on the internet in identical or functionally 
identical form prior to the development of Plaintiff’s app. And it is further undisputed that this identical 
or functionally identical public code is more similar to Klutch than is the TonightOut code. This code 
file alone cannot constitute evidence of misappropriation of Plaintiff’s trade secrets. 
 
UIImage Code 
 

Dr. Cohen also identified the “UIImage+Extras.m” file from Klutch and the 
“UIImage+Extras.swift” file from TonightOut (DSUF ¶ 63) as two lines that were similar. DSUF ¶ 63. 
Specifically, he identified lines 92-117 of the Klutch UIImage file as corresponding to lines 65-79 of the 
TonightOut UIImage file. DSUF ¶ 64.  

 
Dr. Cohen was presented with a printout of a public webpage from GitHub.com that contained 

code posted by a user five years ago, making its publication date, at the latest, in very early 2013. DSUF 
¶ 65. As noted above, development of the Klutch code began in September 2013. The title of this public 
posting of code was “Tint an image with a particular color.” DSUF ¶ 66. Plaintiff’s expert compared 
various sections of lines 92-117 of the Klutch UIImage file that he had identified earlier as similar to 
TonightOut code, and had described as “tinting with color,” with various lines of the public code posted 
on GitHub.com five years ago. DSUF ¶¶ 67, 68). Dr. Cohen concluded that each line of the public code 
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is either identical or functionally identical to the Klutch UIImage code he had identified. In three 
instances, Dr. Cohen described the relationship between the public code and Klutch UIImage code as 
functionally similar. DSUF ¶ 69. Dr. Goldberg agreed with Dr. Cohen’s conclusions. DSUF ¶ 71. 

 
It is undisputed that large sections of the 26 Klutch code lines identified by Plaintiff’s expert’s 

report were publicly available on the internet in identical or functionally identical form prior to the 
development of Plaintiff’s app. This code file alone also cannot constitute evidence of misappropriation 
of Plaintiff’s trade secrets. 
 
UIControl Code 
 

Dr. Cohen also identified what he thought were similar lines in the two code files 
called the “UIControl+Blocks.m” file from Klutch and the “UIControl+Extras.swift” file from 
TonightOut. DSUF ¶ 72. He pointed to lines 51-58 of the Klutch UIControl file as corresponding to 
lines 15-19 of the TonightOut UIControl file. DSUF ¶ 73. In particular, he identified each of these code 
line sections’ use of Apple’s “UIControl Events” and “add target” functions. DSUF ¶ 74. He then 
acknowledged that each of these functions are “something that Apple teaches developers about.” DSUF 
¶ 75. 
  
 Specifically, Dr. Cohen was presented with a printout of “the Apple documentation for the add 
target method,” and he agreed that this documentation is “something that Apple makes available to 
developers . . . [f]or purposes of writing code related to add target and control events.” DSUF ¶¶ 76, 77. 
Dr. Cohen described such Apple documentation as a “webpage document[ing] for developers the sort of 
existence of and function of and sort of ways to use [the function] in their development” of code. DSUF 
¶ 78. He stated that using such Apple functions in and of itself is “[c]ertainly no[t]” a trade secret, and 
even using such Apple functions with “extensions written onto” them is not a trade secret. DSUF ¶¶ 79, 
80. He explained this is because Apple makes these functions available to developers so they can use 
them as a tool while coding. DSUF ¶ 81. 
 
 Dr. Goldberg reviewed the same UIControl code files from Klutch and TonightOut, and testified 
that the only similarity he saw is the shared use of the same two Apple functions pointed out by 
Plaintiff’s expert. DSUF ¶¶ 82, 83. These similarities thus do “not support a conclusion that the Klutch 
code was used to create the TonightOut code,” as “any similarity between . . . the code identified by Dr. 
Cohen in these files is simply due to the UIControl library and the add target method . . . [T]he only 
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similarity is because of the use of the Apple library and . . . there isn’t any other particular similarity.” 
DSUF ¶ 84. 

 
It is undisputed that the similarities in the Klutch and TonightOut code lines identified from the 

fourth bullet point of paragraph 95 of Plaintiff’s expert’s report are simply references to Apple functions 
deliberately made publicly available on the internet for developers to use in the manner found in Klutch 
and TonightOut. This code file alone also cannot constitute evidence of misappropriation of Plaintiff’s 
trade secrets. 
 
MapSnapshotter Code 
 

Dr. Cohen also identified the Klutch “MKMapSnapshotter+Extras.m” code file as being 
“extremely similar” to TonightOut code. This Klutch code file, in its entirety, contains 38 lines of code. 
DSUF ¶ 86. Plaintiff's expert acknowledged that he was not familiar with Apple’s “MapSnapshotter 
class” of code prior to this case, so to educate himself, he “looked and found [a] YouTube video . . . that 
had code that looked to [him] similar to the Klutch code.” DSUF ¶ 87. He also acknowledged that 
“there’s MK[Map]Snapshotter code out there,” and he “looked . . . [and] saw code. They looked 
similar.” DSUF ¶ 88.  

 
Dr. Cohen was then presented with a printout of a public webpage from GitHub.com that 

contained code posted by a user “3 years ago,” making its publication date “sometime in 2014.” (SUF ¶ 
89). For reference, development of the TonightOut app began no earlier than around May 2015, when 
the individual defendants first joined StubHub Labs. DSUF ¶ 90. The title of this public posting of code 
was “MKMapSnapshotter – GitHub.” DSUF ¶ 91. Plaintiff’s expert then compared 13 lines from 
various sections of the Klutch MapSnapshotter file that he had just identified as similar to TonightOut 
code, with various lines of the public code posted on GitHub.com three years ago. (SUF ¶ 92). 
Plaintiff’s expert concluded that each line of the public code is either identical or functionally identical 
to the 13 Klutch MapSnapshotter code lines. In three instances, Dr. Cohen described the relationship 
between the public code and Klutch MapSnapshotter code as similar. (SUF ¶ 93). Plaintiff’s expert 
concluded that the public GitHub.com code is, in fact, “closer to the Klutch [MapSnapshotter] code . . . 
than the TonightOut code that [he] identified in the pair” in paragraph 93 of his report. (SUF ¶ 94). Dr. 
Goldberg agreed with Plaintiff’s expert’s above-referenced conclusions. (SUF ¶ 96). 

 
It is undisputed that vast sections of code from the Klutch MapSnapshotter code file that Plaintiff 
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identified as being similar to TonightOut code are actually identical or functionally identical to public 
code published on the internet prior to the development of the TonightOut app. This code file alone also 
cannot constitute evidence of misappropriation of Plaintiff’s trade secrets. 
 
UIColor Code 
 

Plaintiff’s expert also testified at his deposition about the similarity—and then lack thereof—
between two code files called the “UIColor+Extras.m” file from Klutch and the “UIColor+Extras.swift” 
file from TonightOut. He identified lines 8-11 of the Klutch UIColor file as corresponding to lines 14-16 
of the TonightOut UIColor file, and lines 21-26 of the Klutch UIColor file as corresponding to lines 22-
24 of the TonightOut UIColor file. DSUF ¶ 44. 

 
When asked if he really thought they were “more similar than could arise by chance or 

coincidence,” Dr. Cohen testified, “Um, well, yeah. You know, I don’t know. I think I would have to 
look at it further to confirm that opinion. They may not be that similar.” DSUF ¶ 45. When asked the 
same question about the second pair of identified lines, he again retracted his opinion, testifying, “I think 
reviewing this again, I would want to review it to confirm that because I’m not as sure right now.” 
DSUF ¶ 46. 

 
Dr. Goldberg reviewed the same pair of UIColor code files from Klutch and TonightOut that 

were identified in bullet point two of paragraph 95 of Plaintiff’s expert’s report. DSUF ¶ 47. He stated 
that “looking at it, it’s my opinion–-the code is just not similar.” (SUF ¶ 48). It is undisputed at this 
point that the specific UIColor code lines Plaintiff’s expert originally identified in his report cannot 
prove that StubHub used that Klutch code to create TonightOut. 
 

ii. Other Non-Code Similarities 
 

Plaintiff contends that the use of non-code similarities also indicates trade-secret 
misappropriation. Although code comparison is not the only way to determine whether one corporation 
misappropriated the trade secrets of another, it can be difficult to prove misappropriation when the code 
comparison does not find any significant similarities. See Brookhaven Typesetting Servs., Inc. v. Adobe 
Sys., Inc., 2007 WL 2429653, at *11 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 24, 2007), aff'd, 332 F. App'x 387 (9th Cir. 2009) 
(holding that where a similar source-code discovery was ordered and there was a vague comparison that 
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was not based in code, the court could grant summary-judgment). The Court notes that code, being the 
language that creates the entire app, provides a fairly clear picture of what information and ideas moved 
between two parties.  

 
1. APIs Are Not Trade Secrets Alone 

 
The Court first considers APIs in this analysis. An API, which stands for Application 

Programming Interface, is a set of available commands, sent over the internet that permits access to a 
third party database of information. Goldberg Depo., Dkt No. 138-10 at 33:8–17; Cohen Depo., Dkt. No. 
138-9 at 232:25–233:15. Technology companies make APIs publicly available. Id. They do so by 
releasing the commands with a guide, not knowing and with no control over how that information will 
be used. Id. Dr. Goldberg testified that in his opinion all apps use an API. Goldberg Depo., Dkt No. 138-
10 at 32:16–33:25. He noted that code that interacts with third-party code (such as APIs formulated by 
Apple and others) would not necessarily be widely known, could be a secret, and “it could embody trade 
secrets.” Id. at 35:3–9, 37:6–24, 39:5–9. Dr. Cohen claims that because of that, the common APIs used 
by TonightOut and Klutch could constitute trade secrets. 

 
But the APIs that TonightOut and Klutch had in common are available in a large number of 

mobile apps. These APIs interacted with other popular mobile apps FourSquare, Facebook, and 
iMessage. Dr. Goldberg confirmed the insignificance of the fact that two apps may both interact with 
these services because APIs are made available by the companies behind those services for the very 
purpose of allowing other parties to access their data. This is “something that a lot of apps do.” DSGI at 
¶ 129. Plaintiff acknowledges that the three specific APIs used here are common in the industry and 
used by many apps. Even such a combination of APIs is in itself is common.  

 
Similarly, Dr. Goldberg also testified that many of the code files he identified as having 

similarities between Klutch and TonightOut also share references to public libraries of Apple code 
functions. Dkt. 138-9 at 123:18-124:6, 128:18-129:12, 131:8-133:11; 152:16-24, 158:19-160:8, 163:12-
21, 164:20-166:4, 170:20-171:3, 172:7- 173:25, 177:11-179:6, 179:14-180:2, 181:13-182:19. Apple 
publishes documents on the internet that teach developers how to implement these code functions. DSGI 
at ¶ 105. Dr. Cohen admitted at his deposition that using such Apple functions in and of itself is 
“[c]ertainly no[t]” a trade secret, nor is using such Apple functions with “extensions written onto” them. 
Dkt. 138-9 at 132:11-20. 
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Many of the similarities between the two apps are overlapping references to Apple functions or 

commonly used APIs. These outward similarities are publicly available, frequently in this same 
combination, and do not create a dispute with regard to misappropriation. They simply show that apps 
use Apple’s functions as Apple instructs and APIs to gather data. Plaintiff’s argument does not create 
any genuine dispute of material fact. 

 
2. Compilations of Publicly-Available Information 

 
Plaintiff also contends that even if APIs and specific lines of code are publicly available—and 

thus cannot constitute trade secrets—a compilation of all of that information could constitute a trade 
secret itself. Defendant StubHub agrees with Plaintiff in theory, but not with regard to the apps at issue.  

 
In order for a compilation of public information to constitute a trade secret, it must be compiled 

in a novel way. U.S. v. Liew, 856 F.3d 585, 594 (9th Cir. 2016); VIA Techs., Inc. v. Asus Computer Int'l, 
2016 WL 5930280 at *3 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 12, 2016) (holding that plaintiff’s vague statements that a 
combination of features . . . represents a trade secret do not constitute such a showing”). Although 
Plaintiff claims its code is a protectable compilation, Plaintiff’s expert does not provide any information 
regarding what part of the compilation would be novel, leaving the contents of a protectable compilation 
to mere speculation. What the Court does know is that a compilation of the APIs and the code above 
could not constitute a protectable compilation alone; however, there is no other explanation of novelty, 
let alone novelty that appears in StubHub’s products.  

 
Plaintiff claims that a genuine dispute exists between TonightOut and Klutch because they 

shared the same set of outward-facing features, which may be novel enough in combination to become a 
protected trade secret. But outward-facing features that every user of an app can see and experience are 
not trade secrets.3 AgencySolutions.Com, 819 F. Supp. 2d at 1019; Bayco, 2011 WL 1602571, at *4 
(using Texas trade secret law but considers the same compilation argument). Plaintiff’s own expert’s 
testimony and submitted Exhibit confirm that other apps also share similar features. Dkt. 138-9 at 230:6-

                                                 
3 Both experts focused their review of the code not simply on searching for direct copying and identical code in the parties’ 
apps, but more generally on whether there were any similarities between the code in the parties’ produced apps. Dkt. 138-10 
at 67:8-23. Dr. Goldberg agreed that comparison of the code “does not require literal identity.” Id; see Dkt. 138-9 at 145:21-
24 (“my task was . . . [determining] whether or not there was evidence of copying or evidence of similarity”)). 
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14 (confirming there are “a ton of applications” that “support the idea of a group of friends potentially 
using the users[‘] friend list from Facebook”). Dr. Goldberg, Defendant’s expert, explained at his 
deposition that “the features that [Plaintiff’s expert] called out as existing in both Klutch and TonightOut 
. . . also existed out there in app world and have been there for a while.” Dkt. 134-12 at 190:19-22.  

 
Plaintiff also attempts to create a genuine dispute of material fact by referring to text messages 

sent by the individual Defendants in a messaging app known as Slack. These messages are from before 
Calaborate’s eventual demise and when StubHub was still considering acquiring the Klutch app and 
possibly the team. Defendant Gray notes two possible scenarios: “(1) where he gets the team + Klutch 
project or (2) where he gets the team.” Harvey Decl. Ex. H. Gray and Dusseault then note that in the 
event of the second option, they still need to create “a test bed for vitality.” Id. First, these statements do 
not impute any conduct to StubHub and are irrelevant to this Court’s analysis on this particular motion. 
They are speculative in the context of what happened once the individual Defendants did start working 
at StubHub. Furthermore, to the extent the Court could consider these statements as relevant here, they 
would not create a dispute of material fact regarding what the code review already shows: StubHub did 
not use any of the Klutch code in the actual application.4 

 
Based on the evidence before the Court, and upon that record alone, there is no genuine dispute 

of material fact that the Klutch code is not a protectable trade secret, even as a compilation. The Court is 
not ruling here that Klutch code could never be a protectable trade secret, or even that some compilation 
in the code is not protectable; however, the Court finds that based on the information before it, there is 
no dispute that of material fact that the relevant parts of the code here were not protectable and that 
Plaintiff has not shown any novel compilation beyond mere speculation based on those facts. The 
Defendant has met its burden. 

 
d. Mental State for Misappropriation 

 
Even assuming that the Klutch code is protectable as a trade secret because it is a novel 

                                                 
4 These same arguments apply with regard to the circumstantial evidence that Plaintiffs believe is relevant regarding the 
individual Defendants’ conversion of property and possession of other Klutch code and hard drives. To the extent that the 
individual Defendants do still possess actual devices or access, the Court finds no evidence that this information actually 
made its way to StubHub in any format. Furthermore, the code review suggests against such speculation because it shows the 
lack of similarity between Klutch and any of the eight relevant apps. 
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compilation, the Court finds that there is no genuine dispute of material fact here that StubHub did not 
misappropriate that trade secret. As noted in Section III.a above, DTSA covers three types of 
misappropriation: acquisition, disclosure, and use. 18 U.S.C. § 1839(5). “Acquisition” is committed “by 
a person who knows or has reason to know that the trade secret was acquired by improper means.” 
Cave Consulting Grp., Inc. v. Truven Health Analytics Inc., No. 15-CV-02177-SI, 2017 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 62109, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 24, 2017). Both “disclosure” and “use” of a trade secret are 
misappropriations when done “by a person who [] used improper means to acquire knowledge of the 
trade secret,” or “knew or had reason to know that the knowledge” was gained through a person who 
had improperly acquired it or owed a duty to maintain its secrecy. Id. Any form of misappropriation 
requires a showing that the defendant had knowledge. Here, no such evidence exists.  

 
First, it is difficult to impute any particular knowledge to StubHub or any specific StubHub 

agents because the Court cannot tell exactly what novel combination Plaintiff alleges StubHub 
misappropriated. Second, based on the record before the Court, the Court cannot find that any StubHub 
app was modeled on or from Klutch. Cf. Broker Genius, Inc. v. Zalta, 280 F.Supp.3d 495 (S.D.N.Y. 
2017) (denying summary judgment because “it is . . . abundantly clear from the documentary evidence 
and witness testimony that defendants closely modeled [defendants’ software] on [plaintiff’s software] 
and relied heavily on [individual defendants’] knowledge of [plaintiffs’ product] to build their own 
software”). Here, the witness testimony and the documentary evidence is undisputed: there is no 
evidence of Klutch code in any StubHub app. The individual Defendants testified that they did not use 
any Calaborate materials upon starting work at StubHub and that they were siloed off from many related 
projects. The Court lacks any evidence to make a finding that StubHub acquired, disclosed, or used 
Plaintiff’s trade secrets with knowledge. And the Court lacks any evidence with which to impute that 
knowledge, considering that the code does not show any similarities and Plaintiff’s alleged compilations 
do not have novelty. The lack of knowledge provides the Court with a second ground for summary 
judgment. 
 
IV. Conclusion 

 
The Court GRANTS Defendant StubHub’s motion for summary judgment on the DTSA claim. 

The Court lifts the stay on the CFAA and EEA claims in this matter and orders parties to appear before 
the Court for a status conference on September 17, 2018 at 1:30 PM. The parties are ordered to file 
supplemental memoranda on the EEA and CFAA claims two weeks before the hearing. The memoranda 
should include information about the specific contentions of fact and law and how each side plans to 
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prove the elements and defenses in some detail. The Court is aware that discovery has yet to occur on 
those claims. The remaining state-law claims are still stayed. 

 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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